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At the copper mine in Zambia where my dad and I both worked in the 1960’s there was a bonus 

scheme called the Thirteenth Month. One day my dad, who was the Safety Officer, said reflectively 

to me after looking at some statistics: “You know we have a system here that kills people every 

Christmas”. 

The Thirteenth Month was a bonus paid to the rockbreaker (supervisor of a blasting team) for 

achieving a certain production level in the year, January to December. If, towards December, the 

trend was not looking as certain as the team wanted they sometimes took shortcuts. An example 

would be when the blasting ring, which is a ring of boreholes into which the explosive was placed, 

suffered an incomplete explosion, i.e. some of the holes did not explode. The safe method would be 

melt the gelignite and leach it out; but that took a lot of time. The (illegal and unsafe) shortcut was 

to use a high pressure water spray to flush out the explosive, which took much less time. 

However, if some of the electric detonators were still live this could cause a short-circuit that would 

explode the gelignite – in the face of the team member(s). This was invariably fatal. Other methods 

would include releasing the safety line to get around an obstruction, or using too big  charge, which 

could bring down the roof. And so it went, with the result that I lost a friend every couple of years. 

The intention of the bonus was to motivate the workforce. The unintended consequence was a spike 

in casualties every Christmas. Apart from the tragedy of the accident it was also led a very expensive 

recovery and review process that more than negated any economic benefit from the bonus policy.  

Bonuses are part of the Mad Management system, with bad economic and sad human 

consequences. 

But, perhaps I have used too emotional a case study. Let’s look at everyday work. I have an American 

acquaintance who owns the most successful furniture store in Houston, called the Furniture Gallery. 

He is Jim Mcingvale and his store ranked No. 1 nationally for sales per square foot for ten solid years. 

But it was not always like that.  

For some time Jim operated a sales commission policy to motivate his floor salespeople. The company 

was reasonably successful, but it was not a happy place. 

Then Jim met Dr Deming and heard his damning criticism of bonuses and commission. Eventually, 

after much heart-searching, he stopped all commission and paid everyone a salary equivalent to the 

average salary with the average bonus. The top dozen sales staff left immediately. Jim was 

devastated, but, to his amazement sales and profits went up, as did customer satisfaction. What went 

down was internal competition. When a customer came into the dining room area and asked for a 

small table they were not sold a small dining table so that person could get their commission, but 

were directed to the lounge area where they were sold what they really needed, and were delighted. 

Complaints and returns reduced by 90%. 

Jim had more good news came from the accounts department. They were no longer badgered all 

Friday afternoon by sales staff eager to make sure their receipts were all accounted for. Jim reckoned 

this cost Gallery half a day’s work per sales person. Volume up, profits up, and costs down because 

they did NOT have a bonus system. What they did have was far greater teamwork and spectacular 

growth. 



My good friend, Paul Caplan, the original Sheffield entrepreneur tells this story against himself. When 

he first started his iconic little company, Bankrupt Clothing he instituted a “manager of the year” 

award scheme where the so-called best manager received a Mini with all due ceremony. When the 

Birmingham manager was awarded his car he looked embarrassed and then a young Brummie female 

sales assistant walked up the vehicle, kicked the back tyre, looked hard at the manager and said: 

“This bit is mine!”. It spoke volumes to Paul, and shortly after he abandoned the scheme in favour of 

better teamwork. 

The question must be, therefore; why have bonuses at all? There are many reasons, the most 

common of which is the mindset of top management that people need motivating or controlling, and 

if you don’t have something like this the workforce would not try hard enough. Now there is some 

logic in this for basic individualistic work in the short term, e.g. investment bankers, although it is still 

not right, as the banking collapse have shown. But for normal work situations you, as top 

management, need to ask yourself: “Do my people come to work to do a bad job?” 

Of course they do not – do you? A point I will come back to in my next column on leadership. 
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